Announcing APA California Chapter Members Successfully Achieving AICP Status!

Congratulations to the following 45 APA California Members who have achieved AICP Status after the November 2018 Exam!

Central Section:

Trevor Hawkes

Central Coast Section:

Owen Deutsch
Brian Tetley

Inland Empire Section:

Evan Evangelopoulos
Nathan Mustafao

Los Angeles Section:

Connie Chung
John Dacey
Luis Escobedo
Leon Freeman
Darlene Gonzalez
Christina Hon
Yi P Lan
Zachary Likins
Rachel Lindt
Laura Male
Mike Samuelson
Ricardo Soto

Northern Section:

Sue-Ellen Atkinson
Shila Behzadiaria
Lingyue Chen
Haley Croffoot
Brooke Fotheringham
James Hinkamp
Alisia Hsiao
Lu Jiang
Timothy Maier
Anais Malinge
Meghan McNulty
Zhoujian Peng
Stuart Poulter
Julia Rogers
Ryan Wassum
Michael Wooley-Ousdahl

Orange Section:
Paul Garcia
Cristina Martinez
Lindsay Ortega
Nicholas Taylor
Iris Wan

Sacramento Valley Section:

Dave Amos
Michael Conger
Abbie Woodruff

San Diego Section:

Rose Kelly
Mimi Morisaki
Jana Schwartz
Andrew Talbert